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Next Full Solar Eclipse
The last full solar eclipse that could be seen from the United States mainland was 38 years ago! Chances are the
children in your day care, and many of today’s adults for that matter, have never seen one. Even though it’s an
incredible sight, if viewed incorrectly, there is a serious risk of injury to the eyes for both children and adults.
For older children, it can be a wonderful science lesson. It’s a fun day that can be filled with activities and
experiments. Younger children may need a bit of comfort and reassurance during an eclipse. After all, dark outside
in the middle of the day! They may not understand what’s happening or why they can’t go outside or look at the
sun without protection. As parents and caregivers, it’s a great opportunity to make a memory.

A solar eclipse is an awesome thing to see. If at all possible, I would encourage everyone to watch it, but be sure
you have proper protection for everyone’s eyes including your own.
Make a Memory!
Carolyn Jacobs
Referral Counselor

When and how to watch without
damaging your eyes

On Aug. 21, there will be a rare complete solar eclipse across North America. This is when the moon,
the sun and earth all line up. Usually, the moon's orbit angle keeps this from happening.
The total eclipse path starts in Oregon and ends in South Carolina. But here in Syracuse and Upstate
New York, the eclipse will be about 85 percent, which is still pretty amazing. It will seem like
nighttime at 2 p.m.
The next time this will happen is 2024. To watch the eclipse, you need to take care. The sun is still
strong enough to burn or damage your eyes, warns Sam Sampere, who teaches Physics at Syracuse
University.
The path of the total solar eclipse will begin near Salem, Oregon, and travel through the center of the
country, through Idaho, Nebraska, Wyoming and Kansas. It ends, finally, in South Carolina.
Along this line, the sky will go completely black because the earth, moon and sun will be in complete
alignment from the angle people can see in those spots. Outside of those areas, like in Upstate New
York, the eclipse will be about 85 percent.
This is still enough to make the day go from a sunny summer afternoon to night in the span of about
an hour, Sampere said.
Everyone needs to protect their eyes if they want to watch the moon block the sun. That's because the
strength of the sun's light is so strong, staring at it, even when part of the sky is dark, can seriously
damage your eyes.

In this file photo, a dog in London wears glasses in preparation of a European solar eclipse, which
happened March 20, 2015.
Glasses like this are an option.

Eclipse glasses, made by a certified company, are the safest way to watch the eclipse without damaging
your eyes. Sampere, of Syracuse University, recommends purchasing paper glasses like these, which
are widely available online for a few dollars.
However, he recommended only buying glasses that say they are "ISO" certified. This means they meet
the special criteria for viewing the sun during an eclipse and have been safety-tested.
The glasses filter out most of the sun's light while still allowing you to view the eclipse.

Science Project #1
Another way to safely view the eclipse is to
make a simple pinhole camera that will
project the sun and the moon's growing
shadow on any surface.
Sampere suggested taking a large piece of
cardboard, cutting out a sizeable hole. Then
cover that hole with tinfoil. Next, use a pin
to poke a hole in the tinfoil. This will allow
the image of the sun and its shadow to come
through, making a simple and clear
projection of the show when it happens.

Science Project #2
If you'd like to see how the solar eclipse
works before it happens, Sampere has an
easy model anyone can build.

Take a ball, the size of a golf ball, and another ball or bead about the quarter of that size. Then get two
sticks one for each ball. Attach each ball to a stick. Then tie the sticks together with a string that is
about 30 times the width of the smaller ball.
Next find yourself a patch of sunlight. Stand with the sun at your back and line up the two sticks at an
angle until the small ball makes a shadow on the larger one.
This is the moon eclipsing the sun.

Sampere also plans to make the device out of large and mini-marshmallows for eclipse party food.

As the solar eclipse happens Aug. 21, and the moon
begins to block out the path of the sun, the earth will
become dark.
Here, people watch an eclipse in Cornwall, England,
in 2015.
Animals often become confused by the darkness, and
think that night has come. (Remember to protect
your pet’s eyes as well.)

The solar eclipse coming Aug. 21 will offer amazing
glimpses of the sun, like this one. Here, the moon and
the sun overlap in a partial solar eclipse above the
Gaza Strip on March 20, 2015.

This is the total eclipse of the sun on March 20, 2015,
in Norway. That part of the world won't see another
total eclipse for a decade.
When the total eclipse in North America hits Upstate
New York Aug. 21, a crescent sun will still remain. The
eclipse will technically be about 85 percent here, said
Sampere, of Syracuse University.

A glimpse of the sun before it completely disappears
in a March 20, 2015 solar eclipse in Norway.






This diagram shows how the eclipse happens.
This will be the first total eclipse visible in North America in 38 years.
So, hope for a sunny day and be ready.
The next one is in 2024.

Provided image | NASA

Solar Trail Mix
Ingredients:
1 1/2 cups "o-shaped" cereal
1/2 cup walnuts*
1/4 cup apricots

1/2 cup sunflower seeds
1/4 cup banana chips

Instructions:
1. In a bowl, combine all ingredients.
2. Store in an airtight container.
*For those with nut allergies, use pumpkin seeds instead of walnut

Fruit Rocket Ship
by Natasha Stewart

These fruit rocket ships are easy to make
with just a little bit of help.
This is a great way to help children
become interested in healthy food.

.
NOTE:
Older children will need help assembling the harder fruits such as pineapple onto the skewers to
form their rocket ship.
Younger children may need help assembling all the fruits onto the skewer to create their rocket
ship.

Materials:
Fresh Fruit
Skewers
Sharp Knife is for the adult(s) to
use cutting the fruit.

Design Studio:
Before getting started, have the children
design their rocket ships. An adult(s) will
be cutting all the fruit, so this is a great
way to get them involved. Their rocket
ship needs to have a point at one end and
a base at the other end. Have them use
colored pencils or crayons that match the
fruits you have available.

An adult(s) cuts and peels the fruit. One piece
of fruit needs to be in a triangular shape for
the tip. Another piece in a tetragon with the
bottom wider than the top (see the piece of
pineapple). The other pieces of fruit can be
rectangular or square.
Try not to make your fruit too thick or too
thin. You don't want it too heavy for the
skewer, but you don't want it to break off.
either.

Starting with the base, and push the skewer
through the different pieces of fruit. Children
will be able to do this part, but an adult will be
needed for any harder fruits like pineapple to
avoid any accidents.

Finish up with the tip, and then the rocket ship
is ready for flying and eating.

NASA has a great kid’s website with projects, space
facts, snacks and resources for educators!
https://spaceplace.nasa.gov/menu/do/

We see it every day in the sky. Our sun is a burning ball of
superheated gas. Even though it’s 93 million miles (149.6 million
kilometers) away, we can feel its heat and light early. Make this
marbled paper that looks just like our sun.








Paper
Wax paper
Shaving cream
Cardboard or squeegee
Food coloring
Toothpicks

Cut off a square of wax paper and tape it
down. You don’t want it moving around.
Spread shaving cream over your wax paper
and make sure it’s nice and smooth and
foamy. Make it roughly circle shaped.

Drop five (5) drops of red and yellow food
coloring in a circular area.

Use your toothpicks to swirl the red and
yellow colors together in a circle.

Place your paper right on top of the
shaving cream and food coloring. Press it
down lightly. Give it a few seconds to
absorb the dye.

Pull the paper off and set it down. It will
look like a big glob of orange shaving
cream at this point.

Gently scrape off the saving cream with
a squeegee or piece of cardboard with
a nice flat edge.

Allow your paper to dry, and blot off any
extra shaving cream with a paper towel. Be
careful not to smear the food coloring
before it dries!

Below are a few activies taken from the National CACFP Newsletter -- Great American Eclipse Activity Sheets

SING IT

Oh Mr. Sun, Sun
Mr. Golden Sun
Please shine down on me
Oh Mr. Sun, Sun
Mr. Golden Sun
Hiding behind a tree
These little children are asking you
To please come out so we can play with you
Oh Mr. Sun, Sun
Mr. Golden Sun
Please shine down on me.

This favorite children’s book by Ruth A. Sonneborn shares the
story of barnyard animals who feared the worst as the sun
disappeared from the sky. Look for the book at a local library
or share the YouTube performance by Kindergarteners.

Regulation:

If television or other electronic visual media is used, it must be part of a planned developmentally
appropriate program with an educational, social, physical or other learning objective that includes
identified goals and objectives.

Teach this fun yoga move, and you’ll find it’s a favorite way to calm kids down anytime of the year.
Stand tall with legs apart, inhale deeply, and reach their arms to the sky saying, “Hello Sun!”
Exhale and bend to reach your toes.
Place hands on the ground for balance, inhale, and step right foot back keeping a straight back.
Exhale, step left foot back, and hang head creating an upside down V.
Inhale, drop to the knees, arch back on all fours.
Exhale, sit on heels, rest head on ground, and bring arms back alongside body for final position.

Serving an egg-in-a-hole breakfast is a perfect CACFP way to celebrate the eclipse!







Cut a hole in the center of a slice of whole-grain bread using a drinking glass or cookie cutter.
Heat skillet, melt a tablespoon of butter, place bread in pan, and crack the egg into the center of the hole.
Cook until egg is set and flip over for just a bit until the egg whites are set.
Toast the hole and place on top of the egg before serving to create an eclipse on the plate.
Add a glass of milk and orange slices for a CACFP creditable start of the day.
Make it a CACFP creditable meal by adding vegetables!

Try this eclipse twist to a traditional game! Just like in
regular tag, one child will be “it” and will try to tag
another child, who then becomes “it.” Unlike real tag,
no one touches each other; instead, only shadows
touch shadows!
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Mr. Moonface
Lucy looked up at the brightly lit sky
Starlight had captured her heart and here’s why…
She sat on her window sill hugging her knees
And wished for a jar full of twinkles like these.
Mr. Moonface looked down, beaming magical smile
And then blew her a star kiss which lingered awhile.
The kiss travelled over the star studded sky
Until close up to Lucy who caught it. “Oh my!”
Three beautiful colorful jars had appeared
And each brimful of stardust…how magically weird!
Treasured possessions now, Lucy held tight,
Each jar full of mystery, what a delight!
“Thanks Mr. Moonface”…….. A nod and a wave.
“It’s my happiest moment….these treasures I’ll save.”
The jars glowed a brightness like nothing before
As Lucy then dreamed of adventures she saw.
Mr. Moonface looked on as he winked at the jars.
Then smiled as he nestled himself in the stars.
The jars held a thousand more dreams to explore,
For Lucy had wishes worth hankering for.
These magical imaginings are what fun’s about,
So shhhhhhhh…keep their secret, don’t let it slip out!
Anita Williams

http://www.writtenwithasmile.com/solar-eclipse-day-a-childrens-poem/

